WHAT THE PROGRAMME COVERS

**SCM 1001 SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT**
- Introduction to SCM
- Warehousing Strategy for Efficient SCM
- Inventory Management
- Information Technology for SCM
- Strategic Logistics Alliances
- Efficient Transportation & Customer Service Goals
- SCM Development and Strategy

**SCM 1002 INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT MANAGEMENT**
- The Global Logistics & Supply Chain Development
- Global Logistics Today
- Ocean Ships & Shipping
- Chartering Bulk Ocean Carriers
- The Ocean Liner Contract System
- International Air Transportation
- Information & Strategies
- Shipper/Careter Network Strategies
- The Role of Logistics & Transportation in International SCM
- Future Issues in International Logistics & Transportation Management

**SCM 1003 GLOBAL PURCHASING**
- Global Procurement Risk
- Global Strategic Supplier Management
- Global Purchasing Organizations
- Global Purchasing Operations
- Global Information Management
- Global Contracts & Alliances

**SCM 1004 FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT**
- Introduction to Financial Management
- Business Organisations & Financial Statements
- Working Capital Management
- Business Financing & Financial Analysis
- Financial Forecasting & Business Planning
- Investment Appraisal
- Corporate Finance & International Financial Management

**SCM 1005 CONTRACT MANAGEMENT**
- Contract Management Team Formation
- Developing a Contract Management Plan
- Contract & Supply Information
- Managing Risk
- Measuring Performance
- Administration
- Relationship, Disputes & Termination of Contract
- Contract Management & Operations
- Pre-qualifications of Vendors & Suppliers

**SCM 1006 PRODUCTION AND OPERATION MANAGEMENT**
- POM and Operations Strategy
- Forecasting in POM
- Design & Development of Products & Processes
- Production Technology
- Long-Term Capacity Planning
- Facility Location
- Aggregate Planning & Inventory Planning
- JIT Manufacturing & SCM
- Productivity, Work Methods & Measurement
- Quality Management & Quality Control
- Project Management, Maintenance & Reliability Management

**SCM 1007 GLOBAL MARKETING MANAGEMENT**
- Global Marketing
- Environment Analysis
- Internal Analysis
- Strategies
- Segmentation, Targeting & Positioning
- Securing a Global Positioning
- Global Marketing in Supply Chains

**SCM 1008 RESEARCH PROJECT**
- A research paper on supply chain or supply chain related issues

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
TLA graduates from this programme can broadly expect advanced career prospects as they work towards wider recognition across the industry which comprise of Retailers & Distributors, Consulting Services, 3PL firms, Tertiary Institutions, Government Agencies, Transportation providers, Manufacturing/Production sectors. These industries regularly hunt for talents with expertise in Strategy for the Supply Chain, International Transport Development, Global perspectives of Procurement, Financial Analysis in Business Planning, Contract Management, Production & Operations Planning, Global Marketing & Positioning skill sets, to contribute to the business as Supply Chain Architect/Analysts, SC Account Managers, International Logistics Managers, Purchasing Managers, Warehouse Managers, Fulfillment supervisors, Customer Relationship Managers, Network consultants, SC software managers, Vice-Presidents of SCM.

COURSE FEE & FUNDING SCHEMES
Please refer to www.tla.edu.sg or www.sla.org.sg for details.

Scan QR code for more information